8 Benefits of DNA Activation
People who are “conscious” all too often make the mistake of thinking that there is no
beneﬁt to be had in systematic DNA activation—because they’re “already activated.”
How wrong they (likely) are!
How would unconscious folk ever even grasp the potential of such a thing even at a
conceptual level? Obviously it is for those already awake, aware, and making waves.
Your already being conscious is not a reason to shun controlled DNA activation—on
the contrary, it is exactly why you should consider it!
This “work” (or path) only ever attracts the attention of those who are already
awakened and walking “the path”(!) Only an “awakened” being can perceive the value
of such a system and recognise/sense that there is much more of themselves to be
unlocked. In short, now that you’ve had your kundalini awakening, your satori
moment, your psychedelic kick start, or what have you, it may be time for you to begin
the real work of bringing your whole DNA/”ener-genetic” template into functionality in
orientation to service-to-others and the planetary shift that is under way.
Here are some more of the “whys” in more detail.
1. Physical healing and detoxing. This could be anything. Old injuries might evaporate,
ligaments might repair, pain might vanish - anything is possible and nothing is
predictable! Why? Everyone has their own unique genetic endowment and DNA
template. DETOXIFICATION is also extremely common and to be expected. I don’t know
anyone who wouldn’t beneﬁt from DNA-driven detoxiﬁcation! Note also that decreased
allergies are commonly reported.
2. Healing the pain body a.k.a. fragmentary body/slavery yoke. This is a systemic
energy defect centring around the sacral chakra – it HAS a bio-energetic location (and
has been identiﬁed by others in addition to Sol Luckman)! It prevents the kundalini and
other energy (chi, ki, prana, orgone, etc.) circulating as meant, draining life force and
vitality, and undermining connection to source, connection to self, and consciousness
in general.
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3. Increased energy. This is a fairly commonly reported outcome. Suddenly some people
ﬁnd themselves able to do things they simply weren’t able to do before with previous
energy levels. Who wouldn’t like to have more energy for our hectic lifestyles?
4. Identiﬁcation of and power to act on your true values, goals, and needs. I have
witnessed some radical shifts in some people’s life paths following the activation
process. Some report moving away from ego-driven agendas and aspirations and
looking to live a simpler, more natural life (often away from the city on some land). The
key here is not just that newly acquired clarity and insight but also the ENERGY and
power to DO something to make it happen.
5. Purging parasites – both biological and energetic! This work seems to make certain
astral and/or etheric parasites more vulnerable to detection and expulsion, as well as
being reportedly useful for many people in clearing dental bacteria and other more
common unwelcome earthly visitors. “{ealing” the fragmentary body means less energy
as food for etheric parasites and more fuel for you.
6. Increase synchronicity and stop overworking and struggling. Stop selling yourself
out. Stop being a doormat. The fragmentary body is a systemic consciousness and
power drain, sapping your potential, depriving you of your true power and authenticity.
However it got there it needs to go. It’s a serious block to a human being manifesting
their power and gifts to this world. Signiﬁcantly intensiﬁed synchronicity is commonly
reported following even just the ﬁrst activation. I can attest to that. How much more
enjoyable is life when things just ﬂow together the way they’re meant to?
7. Purge trauma and old self-defeating mental programs. People are great at carrying
around loads of emotional baggage and sabotaging themselves with limiting thought
patterns. You may be too. Wouldn’t you prefer not to? Spontaneous healing at the
mental and emotional levels is commonly reported with this work and was experienced
by this author.
8. Increase your sense of connectedness to everything – including “Source.” The
fragmentary body is aptly named. It fragments and shallows our self-awareness and
sense of interconnectedness. Some people report feeling more connected to nature,
each other, “God,” and themselves. A deeper self-acceptance and wisdom has also
been seen to emerge following these activations. The world can always use more of
that.
Inquire about DNA activation using the Regenetics Method here.
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